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Direct consequences of the Covid lockdown in Paris



Indirect consequences (1)



Indirect consequences (2)



Goals of the study

- Propose one original approach to evaluate air pollution associated with freight

transport in Paris, using traffic and air pollution data as well as the first COVID

lockdown (March 16th → May 11th) as an exogenous shock

- Forthcoming: question the health impacts of a “less than normal” reduction in

freight flows during the COVID lockdown



Current literature 

Prevailing methods to evaluate freight transport pollution: 

- Coupling of freight demand-road traffic-emissions models 

- Exhaust emissions measurements

Shortcomings: 

- Not often based on the observation of actual freight flows

- In order to move from emissions to concentrations, one needs to also account 

for cofactors (weather, industry, …)

Studies that look at the health benefits of the lockdown (due to reduced pollutions) 

do not differentiate the respective influences of the different sources 



Plan

1) Data

2) Empirical strategy

3) Econometric results

4) Contribution of freight transport to pollutants’ concentrations

5) Discussions and further research



Data

For Paris intramuros, between January 2018 and September 2020: 

- Hourly aggregate traffic counter (traffic flow and loop’s occupancy rates)

- Hourly air pollution (concentration of NO2, PM10, NOx in μg/m3)

- Hourly weather information (temperature, wind speed…)

- Hourly electricity consumption (but for the whole Paris metropole, in MW)

Also, qualitative data regarding the drop in freight vehicles during the first COVID

lockdown (carriers’ survey made by Chaire City Logistics) as well as emission

factors from COPCETE



Data collection sites

Around each air pollution station: 

We built buffers 50, 100, 200 & 500m

In Paris:

● 6,290 roads: 1,700 km

● Roads covered by traffic 

counters: 598 km (4,400 

road segments)



Descriptive statistics (2)

NB: according to Paris municipality, LDV + HGV = 17% (resp. 15% and 2%) of traffic flow in 2019



Descriptive statistics (3) Comparing the lockdown to 
the same period one year 
before: 

● Vehicle flow: - 41%
● NOx: - 45%
● NO2: - 36%
● PM10: - 26% 

Comparing the 2 first 
weeks of the lockdown to 
the two previous weeks: 

● Vehicle flow: - 71%
● NOx: - 52%
● NO2: - 39%
● PM10: + 29% 



Carriers’ survey (7 firms out of 14 that answered at least 4 times)

More than 50% of firms report

“less” or “much less” activity

during the lockdown

One can infer a decrease in

freight flows of 30% during the

lockdown

Order of magnitude consistent

with the survey of FNTR (at

the national scale)



Empirical strategy

- We only observe the total traffic flow

- Idea: use the change in the composition of traffic (share of cars versus freight 

vehicles) during the first COVID lockdown to assess the relative contribution of 

cars versus freight vehicles to air pollution

- The concentration of a given pollutant    in the air is: 

where         is car flow,         is freight flow and         refers to other polluting sources                             

- Alternatively:                                                       with 



Empirical strategy (2)

- From these two equations:

- We only observe               , so that we can only estimate                    directly

- We also know that             <  

- During the lockdown, we expect an increase of                   and decrease of              

- If this is true, this should lead to an increase of                 

- We show that it is what happened during the lockdown



Empirical strategy (3)

- Econometric specification to estimate                 before and during the COVID: 

where           is the concentration of pollutant i at station s during hour t,

is the total vehicle flow in a buffer of 100m around station s at t

and          is a vector of weather characteristics in Paris at t



Empirical strategy (4)

- We then refine our methodology by taking into account: 

- the progressive come back of cars during the lockdown 

(increase in            ) through the inclusion of an additional term:

- the continuation of this progressive come back after the end of the 

lockdown with: 

- the strike of Dec. 2019 - Jan. 2020 (opposite effects?)



Results (1)



Results (2)



Results (3)

Estimates for NO2, but similar results for NOx and PM10



Back-of-the-envelope computations (1) 

So far, we had:

which we transform into: 

We estimate: - from the regression,

- and           from the COPCETE software of vehicle emissions, 

- averages of                   over the COVID and no-COVID period from the traffic counter 

database, 

- averages of              and             over the no-COVID period using a survey led by Paris 

city and over the COVID period using the Logistics City Chair’s survey of carriers          



Back-of-the-envelope computations (2) 

From equation:

We compute

We then deduce the estimated contribution of freight to traffic pollution in Paris: 

where                         and                          are averages of            and            over the 

no-COVID period



Back-of-the-envelope computations (3)

NB: Emissions from freight vehicles are, on the average, twice those of cars

The contribution of freight transport to the concentration of NOx has been 

multiplied by 3 during the lockdown (by 2 in the case of PM10)   



Conclusions

- COVID lockdown modifies the link between traffic and pollution concentration

- We provide evidence that this result is due to an increase in the share of 

freight vehicles within the total traffic flow

- We show that, even when data is lacking, it is possible to estimate the share 

of air pollution due to freight traffic. 

- In the case of NOx, the contribution of freight vehicles in pollution due to 

traffic rose from ¼ to 1/2 during the COVID lockdown



Forthcoming

● Take into account the accumulation of pollution through time and the role of 

speed

● Mini-survey to re-estimate the share of freight vehicles during the COVID 

period

● Verify the methodology using the post-COVID period for which open data on 

modal shares is available

● Health application


